Backyard Fun Word Search

Bring the backyard fun of IF YOU GIVE A DOG A DONUT indoors by searching for the words hidden in the puzzle. The words can appear horizontally, vertically, diagonally, forward, or backward.

APPLES  DONUT  PLAY
BALL     JUICE    SKATEBOARD
DANCE    KITE     TREE
DOG      PIRATE   WATER

W M A K D Y A L P Z
E A B I N G I D G E
G P T T F J H O K R
Q P F E L Y D N I B
U L R W R M X U D A
L E C N A D K T G L
R S Y P T V A H O L
I V L O R J Q D N U
S K A T E B O A R D
J U I C E T A R I P
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie Word Search

If you give a mouse a cookie, the adventure won’t stop there! What else will Mouse want? After reading *If You Give a Mouse a Cookie*, fill in the missing letters for the words using the picture clues. Then find and circle the words in the puzzle!

1. COOKIE
2. STRAW
3. CRAYON
4. TAPE
5. BROOM
6. MILK

ANSWER KEY: 1. COOKIE, 2. STRAW, 3. CRAYON, 4. TAPE, 5. BROOM, 6. MILK.
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